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About This Game

Toast Time is a throwback to the golden age of video games where old-school homebrew titles fused arcade action with a
distinctly British sense of humour.

--

An appetising arena shoot-em-up garnished with tower-defence elements and served warm with awesome-sauce (probably
syrup).

Inter-dimensional time-blob beasties have sailed the cosmos in pursuit of spare time, and now they've found it, tasted it, on an
idyllic Monday morning.

Assume the role of TERRY (toast-ejecting recoil & reload system), a humble and solitary toaster with an uncontrollable love for
English breakfasts, hats and scheduling.

Click to launch toast, crumpets and magnitudes of other breakfast paraphernalia at the beasties. Bounce around and crush them
with your hot metallic mass. Tip over bins, and use the environments to your advantage. Drink a little coffee and go a little

crazy. Do everything it takes to defend toast time – you are Monday morning's final hope. Have your toast and eat it.

Feature List:

 54 action-packed missions.
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 16 exciting bread-based weapons.

 Iron man survival mode & bonus COFFEE TIME mode.

 Loads of colourful hats and customisations.

 Addictive and original gameplay mechanics.

 Steam Achievements, Leaderboards, Stats, Cloud Save & Trading Cards.

 Super-slick audio and calibrated soundtrack -- each level has its own piece of music.
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Title: Toast Time
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Force Of Habit
Publisher:
Force Of Habit
Release Date: 27 Aug, 2014
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Asteroids and Geometry Wars fans would like this: a twin-stick shooter that is fun in bursts. An inexpensive and solid game!.
Basic Tetris clone where you use magnets and conductor block types instead of different shapes. You move the floor to place
the pieces trying to arrange them in a conductive manner. I gave it a couples tries, but the game always seems to give you blocks
that don't help and it moves at a pace that makes some action games feel slow--it certainly doesn't feel very casual.. A sailor
themed GxB visual novel about a girl trying to reclaim her father's ship. The art is lovely, the music is nice, and the plot is
interesting. That being said, overall the story seems very rushed. You can definitely tell which routes were given more attention
as you play though them, and even those could do with some more fleshing out.

There are 4 romantic endings and 3 non-romantic ones for a total of 7 endings. This game took me a little under 2 hours to
complete.

Unmoor retails for $7.99(USD) at full price currently. I personally waited for the game to go on sale and got it for $2.39(USD),
which is what I recommend doing. It's not a bad game per say, but in my opinion it doesn't have much replay value. It's more
like something light to occupy your time for a bit and then forget.. The base of the game as it stands now is very good! It has the
beginning of something that can grow into a great game.
Lot of stuff needs to be added! Lot more quests and more depth into the whole settlement building side of the game.

it needs:
- more npcs
- more in depth movement and interaction for the npcs
- hostile npc settlement depth
- more depth in managing your own settlement
- more quests
- more puzzles
- diplomacy between player settlments

as can expected some things need to get better
- bugs
- getting stuck in buildings and water
- not being able to hurt a hostile / not being able to do damage
- npcs getting stuck in stuff
- your own character getting stuck. This software is beautiful. I didn't think this would be as charming and excellent as it is. Buy
it now, if you don't do it now at a discounted price you are doing yourself a huge disservice. once you get a feel of the software
you will be able to make masterpieces, I cant wait for the final product.. Interesting little VR horror experience. For some
reason my game launched without sound initially, but restarting it fixed the issue. Recommended if you're looking to burn a few
minutes in VR.
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the whole thing is actually a scam.
no updates.
its abandoned.
dev acc tells sweet lies.
chances are that you already got a non-licenced copy.
then booted it.
then quited it.
then deleted it.

TL;DR: 10\/10 would trust never again.
. A cute retro platformer about a Fox. What more can you want?

PROS:
The puzzles
The soundtrack
The designs
Price Wise + Includes soundtrack!
3 Different Characters to unlock

CONS:
Short gameplay
There are a few bugs
You die quite quick and easy
No controls on the menu
. go ahead, throw your money away, nobody ♥♥♥♥ing cares.

you will find no joy whatsoever in this game.. You get pounded with in-game ads if you haven't got the DLC. This game is
genuinly fun lol. Its starting to get laggy tho when you are in the large map and in late game. Anyhoo, probably its my own PC
that's causing the laggy issues, otherwise its a solid 8\/10 from me. lol defo get it if you like 4x games.. .... This game is so
ducking hard.

It's like Binding of Issac but with a more family friendly art style. Maybe even more difficult.

Credit where credit is due. I'm having fun, even though I COMPLETELY suck, I'm still having fun.
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